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INTRODUCTION
CCSI is an internal estimate and design software for use at Direct Coil. The software allows for coil parameters
to be specified, and generates a performance report, quote and a drawing for sales and engineering. The
generated results utilize weight, manufacturing and cost estimation formula to provide estimates. Please
refer to engineering/sales to ensure that the estimates are correct – estimates may have to be altered or adjusted.
CCSI also allows for coil customization, and provides options to adjust dimensions, materials, and components
of the coil. All adjustments are to be made in the primary interface before being adjusted in the
manufacturing window. CCSI can produce engineering drawings for hot and cold-water coils, steam coils,
direct
A version of the software is available to external clients and liaisons, with limited options and access. Similarly,
this manual is for internal use, and a different version available for clients.
*For an explanation of the coil model nomenclature see ‘Model Naming’ in the appendix.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CCSI
CCSI has six main pages and two pop-up menus:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project Details
Input Data
Performance Data
Customize Dimensions
Drawing
Quote

OPENING CCSI
To start up CCSI, double click on the Direct Coil Application Icon. This will open CCSI and the
following window. To begin a new project, click on ‘New Project,’ and to open an already
existing project, click on ‘Open Project.’

Selecting New Project will open a save window. A
file name must be chosen for the project, and to
then proceed, click save.
Note that the default location for saved files is
C:\CCSICOIL\Coil App\jobs. If this is undesirable,
simply change the directory.
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PROJECT DETAILS
After saving the file CCSI will
display the main program
interface. The program tabs
highlighted below, separate
the different steps of
constructing a coil.
Under the Project Details
tab, coils can be added to the
project. To add coils to the
project, click on the desired
coil type. This tutorial will
follow a chilled water coil. It
is possible to have multiple
coils within the same project.

To add a coil, return to the Project Details Tab and click on the desired coil type. All coils in a project are listed
by Tag and Model Number in the Project Coil List. Clicking on a coil type will open the Input Data tab.
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INPUT DATA
There are four sections within Input Data:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Coil Data
Options
Air Data
Fluid Data

Under Coil Data, the Coil Quantity & tag can be specified. The Tube Outside Diameter (OD), tube thickness,
number of Rows, Fins Per Inch, and Number of Feeds can be chosen from separate drop-down lists.
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Either the number of Tubes High or the Finned Height can be adjusted. If one of these properties is changed,
the other will be calculated by the program. 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑁𝑜. 𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ.
Vertical tube spacing is the first number following the tube diameter (1.50 for 5/8 OD, 1.25 for 1/2 OD). Finned
Length can also be specified and is usually specified to the nearest inch.

Under Options the tube wall thickness (Tube Material), Fin Material & Fin Surface can all be selected from
separate drop-down lists.
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Under Air Data whether altitude is considered can be chosen by clicking the SCFM/ACFM drop down list. When
ACFM is chosen, altitude can be manually entered.

It should be noted that units of measurement can be changed by clicking on them. This will automatically update
the cell value to match the desired unit.

Either the Total Air CFM, the Air Flow per Coil (CFM), the Face Velocity (FPM) or the Mass Flow Rate (lb/hr) can
be specified, and the remaining values will be calculated by the program. To access Mass Flow Rate click on
the Mass Button
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The Entering Dry Bulb temperature can be entered manually. Either the Entering Relative Humidity, or the
Entering Wet Bulb Temperature can be manually entered, and the other property will be calculated by the
program

Clicking the Psych Chart button opens up the Psychometric Chart Window. Values do not automatically update
in CCSI if a point on the psychometric chart is chosen.
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Clicking the Mixed Air button will open a Calculate Mixed
Conditions Window. Within this window the properties of
two air flows can be added and the resultant mixed flow
properties will be calculated. To update the resultant flow
properties in CCSI, click on the OK button in the Calculate
Mixed Conditions window.

Under Fluid Data, the fluid type can be selected from a
drop-down list. If Glycol is selected, the glycol ratio can be
manually changed from the standard 10%.

The Entering Fluid temperature and the Maximum Fluid Pressure drop can be entered manually. Either the
Leaving Fluid Temperature or the Fluid Flow Rate can be specified, but not both. The other value will be left
blank by the program.
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Differences with Direct Expansion Coils
When entering Input Data for DX coils, the Fluid Data section will be replaced with Refrigerant Data.

Differences with Condenser Coils
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COIL OPTIONS
There are four sections within Input Data:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Header and connections specifications
Direction, casing, and drain and vent options
Non-standard options
Notes

Under header and connection specifications, options can be selected to determine which specific
connection will be used along with the header dimensions and material.
There are two sorts of header wall schedules: this
specifies the type of brazing that will be used.
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There are several options for the coil connection
material: the material selected impacts/limits what
connection types are available in the next drop
down.

There are up to four possible connection types,
however only a limited number will be selectable
due to the material choice. Additionally, the
connection itself may differ if the material and type
are not the same.
Ex. A copper MPT connection is physically and visibly different from a steel MPT connection.
There are numerous options for supply
connections and return connections, however they
are again limited by the material and type
selections.

This specifies whether the connections must face
the same direction or not.

Each of these options effect the appearance and
dimensions of the coil’s flanges and the sheet
metal assembly enclosing the fins and tubing.

The coil handing is the side on which the header
assembly lies when looking at the coil with the air
hitting the back of one’s head.
This is the size of the drain and vent boring holes.
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With water coils, a drain and vent are typically
required to be on the connections or on the header
body. This drop down is the only area where the
location can be selected for the drain and vent.

Differences with Direct Expansion Coils
When entering Coil Options for a Direct Expansion coil, two options, Joints and Channel Gauge will be added
to Direction, Casing, and Drain and Vent Options, and an additional section, DX Circuit Split will be added.

Options in this section
will be enabled by the
Circuit Type and by
selections made on
the Input Data page.
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PERFORMANCE DATA
To view the Performance
Data of the coil, click the
Performance Data Tab, and
the Coil Report will be
generated. If changes are
desired after viewing the
Coil Report, click the Input
Data Tab.

To save your work, click on
the save icon, which will
automatically save the file to
the location specified when
the project was created.

To print, click on the print
icon located next to the coil
schedule. This will open a
window
asking
which
drawings should be printed,
and which printer should be
used. Once these settings
have been confirmed, click
on the print button to print.
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CUSTOMIZE DIMENSIONS

This page allows for the customization of the minute coil dimensions, including flange width and header
positioning.
Symmetry between dimensions is not enforced by CCSI and must be
chosen by adding the appropriate dimensions. There are some
limitations enforced by CCSI to ensure that the coil is manufacturable
and that there is no conflict.

Additionally, adapter length is specified to be 3.5” as default but can be
overridden here.

These options allow for mounting holes to be added and specified
(this is the primary area to specify this option).
The connections drop down provides options on whether the
connections face the airflow, away, in opposing directions, or are in
the same or different planes.
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Differences with Direct Expansion Coils
When in Customize Dimensions for a DX coil, there will be two settings available to customize the distributors
on the coil: this is the primary area where these dimensions should be entered.
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DRAWING

The drawing page allows you to check the drawing before going into manufacturing or saving it. You can go back
to other tabs and edit the parameters after coming to this page. However, always ensure that you have gone
through the ‘Coil Options,’ ‘Customize Dimensions’ tabs before coming to this page, otherwise some of the
parameters are not enforced by CCSI and are incorrect in the drawing shown on this page (and carries through
to manufacturing).
Note, the issue may persist even if you go through the tabs. In such a case simply reenter the parameters in the
appropriate pages.
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QUOTE

The quote tab serves as a preview for the coil quote, which contains the model, type, tags, specifications, and
cost of each coil in the project. This is like the drawing tab; in that you can return to previous pages an edit the
parameters with no restriction.
However, the quote does NOT contain dimensions, notes or orientations and does not need for the user to enter
manufacturing to be generated (i.e. it can be created before the drawing).
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